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As follows from this remark, an important feature ofLBT is that, for a given target, it provides several di�erentinterferometri images whih must be proessed to obtaina high-resolution representation of the target. Thanks tothe good overage of the u � v plane, aurate imagingof omplex and di�use objets is also expeted. But theseahievements require the solution of a new and interestingproblem whih is a generalization of the lassial restora-tion (deonvolution) problem and an be alled deonvo-lution of multiple images of the same objet.There exists an extremely wide literature on the las-sial problem of image deonvolution: one objet from oneimage. A tutorial introdution to this topi an be foundin Bertero & Boai 1998, hereafter referred to as I.On the other hand the problem of multiple images deon-volution has been onsidered in a limited number of pa-pers. We quote, for instane, Berenstein & Patrik 1990,Yaroslavsky & Caul�eld 1994, Casey & Walnut 1995, Pi-ana & Bertero 1996, as well as Hege et al. 1995, Rein-heimer et al. 1997, Correia & Rihihi 2000 for spei�methods applied to LBT imaging.The purpose of this paper is twofold: �rst, to generalizesome of the most important deonvolution methods to thease of multiple images, with partiular emphasis on LBTimaging; seond, to test these methods on a sample ofsimulated LBT images obtained by assuming perfet AOorretion.In set. 2 we formulate the restoration problem of LBTas a least-squares problem and we reall the ill-posednessof this approah. In set. 3 we disuss the appliation oflinear regularization methods and, more spei�ally, of theso-alled Tikhonov Regularization (TR) (Engl et al. 1996).In addition we introdue the orresponding global PSF, aquantity suitable to desribe the outome of the restora-tion in terms of resolution. In set. 4 we extend to LBT it-erative methods suh as the Projeted Landweber method(PL) (Eike 1992) and the Image Spae ReonstrutionAlgorithm (ISRA) (Daube-Whiterspoon & Muehllehner1986) whih regularize the solution of the least-squaresproblem with the onstraint of positivity. In set. 5 wedisuss methods derived from Maximum Likelihood in the



2 M. Bertero & P. Boai: Image restoration methods for the Large Binoular Telesope (LBT)ase of Poisson noise suh as the Luy-Rihardson method(LR) (Rihardson 1972, Luy 1974), also known in to-mography as Expetation Maximization (EM) (Shepp &Vardi 1982), and an aelerated version of EM, known asOrdered Subsets - Expetation Maximization (OS-EM)(Hudson & Larkin 1995), whose extension to LBT wasproposed in Bertero & Boai 2000. Finally in set. 6we present the results obtained by applying these methods(TR, PL, ISRA, LR/EM and OS-EM) to a set of simulatedLBT images. The auray ahievable is estimated bothin terms of a restoration error (de�ned as the Eulideannorm of the di�erene between the restored image and theoriginal objet) and in terms of integrated photometry, atleast in the ase of stellar soures. The omputational ostof eah method is also estimated. Our onlusions are pre-sented in set. 7.2. Formulation of the problemIf we assume that p observations, orresponding to p di�er-ent orientations of the LBT baseline, have been performedand that for eah observation the PSF is spae-invariant,then the mathematial model desribing the formation ofthe p images gj(x; y), (j = 1; :::; p) is the followinggj(x; y) = Z Z Kj(x� x0; y � y0)f0(x0; y0)dx0dy0 ++ bj(x; y) + wj(x; y) (1)where f0(x; y) is the brightness distribution of the un-known astronomial objet,Kj(x; y) is the spae-invariantPSF of the LBT interferometer, bj(x; y) is a funtion de-sribing the average bakground due to sky emission and,�nally, wj(x; y) represents the noise (typially Poissonnoise and read-out noise) orrupting the j-th image.The image restoration problem onsists in evaluatingan estimate f(x; y) of f0(x; y), being given the detetedimages gj(x; y), the PSFs Kj(x; y) as well as estimates ofthe average bakgrounds bj(x; y). The latter estimates areimportant in many irumstanes. Indeed, if the restora-tion method inludes the positivity onstraint, suh a on-straint is not ative without bakground subtration. Ingeneral one an assume that the funtions bj(x; y) are on-stant over the �eld of view of the telesope.In pratie the LBT images are disrete and onsistof N � N pixels, whih we haraterize by the indiesm;n = 0; 1; :::; N � 1. If we denote by gj(m;n); f0(m;n)et. the value of gj ; f0 et. at the pixel m;n, then thedisrete version of Eq. (1) is given bygj(m;n) = N�1Xm0;n0=0Kj(m�m0; n� n0)f0(m0; n0) ++ bj(m;n) + wj(m;n): (2)In many irumstanes, and preisely when the size ofthe entral peak of the PSF is muh smaller than the size

of the image, a suÆiently good approximation is obtainedif the onvolution produt of Eq. (2) is intended as a ylionvolution (periodi PSF), so that, by taking the DisreteFourier Transform (DFT) of both sides of this equation,we obtain the usual relationshipĝj(m;n) = K̂j(m;n)f̂0(m;n) + b̂j(m;n) + ŵj(m;n); (3)where the hat denotes the DFTs. The DFTs of the disretePSFs Kj(m;n) are the disrete transfer funtions (TF) ofthe system orresponding to the di�erent orientations ofthe baseline.Sine the PSFs of LBT are bandlimited, if they areorretly sampled then the disrete TFs should be zerooutside the set of pixels orresponding to the band. How-ever, in pratial appliations the PSFs of Eq. (2) are mea-sured (for example by imaging a guide star). In suh a asethe DFTs of these PSFs are, in general, di�erent fromzero everywhere, as a onsequene of experimental errorsand noise. Then the band of the j-th PSF an be de�nedas the set of the pairs of indies m;n where K̂j(m;n) isgreater than some threshold value related to the experi-mental errors. We denote this set by Bj and we assumethat K̂j(m;n) is set to zero outside Bj .In this setion we formulate the image restorationproblem for LBT as a least-squares problem. This is equiv-alent to a Maximum Likelihood approah in the ase ofwhite Gaussian noise.In order to formulate this problem and the relatedequations in a onise form, we introdue a vetor-matrixnotation and we write Eq. (2) as followsgj = Ajf 0 + bj +wj (4)where gj ;f0 et. are the arrays formed bygj(m;n); f0(m;n) et. and Aj is the blok-irulantmatrix de�ned by the yli onvolution with the j-thPSF. Then, if we denote by bj an estimate of the j-thbakground ontribution (obtained, for instane, bymeans of some suitable preproessing of the detetedimages gj), a least-square estimate of f 0 is any array fwhih minimizes the disrepany funtional:"2(f ) = pXj=1 kAjf + bj � gjk2 (5)where k:k denotes the usual Eulidean norm. This equa-tion implies that it is onvenient to introdue subtratedimages gs;j de�ned as followsgs;j = gj � bj : (6)By means of standard variational proedures (see I), itis easy to prove that to minimize the funtional of Eq. (5)is equivalent to solve the following normal equationpXj=1ATj Ajf = pXj=1ATj gs;j ; (7)



M. Bertero & P. Boai: Image restoration methods for the Large Binoular Telesope (LBT) 3where ATj denotes the transposed of the blok-irulantmatrix Aj . Then, by taking the DFT of both sides of thisequation one easily gets (the � denotes omplex onjuga-tion)j K̂(m;n) j2 f̂(m;n) = pXj=1 K̂�j (m;n)ĝs;j(m;n) (8)wherej K̂(m;n) j2= pXj=1 j K̂j(m;n) j2 : (9)We point out that the band of j K̂(m;n) j is the set Bwhih is the union of the sets Bj assoiated with the PSFsorresponding to the di�erent orientations of the baseline.This set represents the overage of the u�v plane providedby the observations we are onsidering.Eq. (8) implies that f̂(m;n) is uniquely determined in-side but not determined outside the band B de�ned above.In other words the solution of the equation is not uniquebeause the images gs;j do not provide information aboutthe DFT of the objet outside B. In suh a ase it is usualto introdue the least-squares solution with minimal Eu-lidean norm, the so-alled generalized solution (Golub &van Loan 1983), denoted by f y, whih is obtained by set-ting f̂(m;n) = 0 outside B. Therefore the DFT of fy isgiven byf̂ y(m;n) = pXj=1 K̂�j (m;n)j K̂(m;n) j2 ĝs;j(m;n) (10)when the pair m;n belongs to B and is zero elsewhere. Bytaking the inverse DFT of this array, one gets f y.However the generalized solution is not a satisfatorysolution of the restoration problem. In the ase of a singleimage it oinides with the solution provided by the so-alled inverse �lter (Frieden 1975) whih, as it is well-known, is ompletely orrupted by noise propagation as aonsequene of the ill-posedness of the image restorationproblem (see I for a general disussion). The same resultholds true also in the ase of multiple images (Piana &Bertero 1996), hene the need of introduing the so-alledregularization methods (see again I for an introdution).3. Linear regularization methods and the globalPSFA lassial approah to the solution of linear ill-posedproblems is the so-alled regularization theory. In its gen-eral form it onsists in the minimization of a funtionalwhih is obtained from the disrepany funtional byadding a penalty term. This is, in general, the square ofthe norm of a di�erential (�nite di�erene) operator atingon the image to be restored. In the ase of deonvolutionproblems no one of the various form of regularization pro-vides an extrapolation of the Fourier transform outside

the band of the image and all provide in pratie verysimilar result. Therefore we give here the most simple onewhih onsists in taking as penalty term the energy ofthe objet and whih is usually known as Tikhonov Reg-ularization (TR) (Engl et al. 1996). In suh a ase thefuntional to be minimized is the following one��(f) = pXj=1 kAjf � gs;jk2 + �kfk2 (11)where � is a positive number alled regularization param-eter. When � tends to zero this funtional tends to thedisrepany funtional.For any given value of � there exists a unique imagef (�) whih minimizes the funtional and is the uniquesolution of the normal equation( pXj=1ATj Aj + �I)f (�) = pXj=1ATj gs;j ; (12)whih an also be easily solved by means of the DFT. Theresult isf̂ (�)(m;n) = pXj=1 K̂�j (m;n)j K̂(m;n) j2 +�ĝs;j(m;n) (13)with j K̂(m;n) j2 de�ned in Eq. (9).This equation de�nes the family of the regularized so-lutions. As onerns their dependene on the regulariza-tion parameter, we reall that there exists an optimumvalue of �, in the sense that it minimizes the restorationerror. Several methods have been proposed for its estima-tion (see I). However, in the pratie of LBT imaging, theproblem of the hoie of the optimal value of � an besatisfatorily solved in the following way. As follows fromEq. (13), if the DFTs of the images and of the PSFs havebeen omputed and stored, then, for eah value of �, theomputation of f (�) requires essentially the omputationof one inverse FFT. Therefore the method an be usedroutinely for a fast inversion of the data and the hoie ofthe best value of � an be performed interatively by theuser.It is possible to estimate the resolution ahievable witha given set of observations without performing expliitdata inversion. Suh a result an be obtained by gener-alizing to the LBT problem the onept of global PSFintrodued in I. The global PSF is the PSF of two lin-ear systems in asade : the �rst is the imaging system(the LBT in our ase) while the seond is the linear �lterorresponding to the TR restoration method.If we insert the images ĝs;j(m;n), as given by Eq. (6)and Eq. (3), into Eq. (13), we obtainf̂ (�)(m;n) = j K̂(m;n) j2j K̂(m;n) j2 +�f̂0(m;n) ++ pXj=1 K̂�j (m;n)j K̂(m;n) j2 +�ŵj(m;n): (14)



4 M. Bertero & P. Boai: Image restoration methods for the Large Binoular Telesope (LBT)
a) b)
) d)Fig. 1. Gray level representation of the global transfer fun-tion of Eq. 15 for various sets of baseline orientations: a) threediretions spaed by 60o; b) six diretions spaed by 30o; )three diretions spaed by 45o; d) six diretions spaed by 18o.In the ases a) and ), � = 3: 10�3 while, in the ases b) andd), � = 6: 10�3.This equation has a struture similar to that of Eq. (3)after bakground subtration. Indeed, the DFT of the re-stored image f (�) onsists of two terms : the �rst is theDFT of the objet multiplied by the transfer funtionK̂(�)(m;n) = j K̂(m;n) j2j K̂(m;n) j2 +� ; (15)the seond is a ontribution due to the noise. Therefore itis quite natural to de�ne K̂(�)(m;n) as the global transferfuntion and, aordingly, to de�ne its inverse DFT,K(�),as the global PSF.It is evident that the global transfer funtion has asupport oiniding with the overage of the u � v planeprovided by the observations we use and that, over thissupport, modulates the Fourier transform of the objet ina way depending on the value of �. We reall that theoptimal value of this parameter depends on the amountof noise : smaller noise orresponds to smaller values of �,hene to more detailed restorations.In order to quantify the previous remarks we onsidera few possible situations, by assuming di�ration limitedPSFs of the LBT interferometer, i.e. osine-modulatedAiry funtions. They are normalized in suh a way thattheir zero frequeny omponent is 1. In addition theirFWHM is about 4 pixels in the diretion of the baselineand about 11.2 pixels in the orthogonal diretion (with the
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M. Bertero & P. Boai: Image restoration methods for the Large Binoular Telesope (LBT) 5allow satisfatory image restorations. However the resultsof set. 6 indiate that the situation is more favourable inthe ase of LBT, mainly as a onsequene of the informa-tion arried out by the 8.4m mirror.In Fig. 2 we plot horizontal and vertial uts of theglobal transfer funtion of Fig. 1d), both through the en-tre of the inner dis. The horizontal ut, represented inFig. 2a) (full line), is ompared with a ut of the trans-fer funtion of a 22.8m telesope (dashed line) and withthe ut, along the diretion of the baseline, of the transferfuntion of the LBT interferometer (dotted line). Thanksto the use of a restoration method for produing the �-nal image, the global transfer funtion of LBT assures amore aurate transmission of the Fourier omponents ofthe objet than the transfer funtion of a 22.8m telesope.As a onsequene, in the ase of a omplete overage as inFig. 2b), the FWHM of the global PSF is about 2.8 pix-els, against the 5.5 pixels of the PSF of a 22.8m telesope.The prie to be payed is that the entral peak of the globalPSF is surrounded by rather important negative rings. Weobserve that similar results ould be obtained by applyingTR to the images of a hypothetial 22.8m telesope.In Fig. 2b) the vertial ut of the global transfer fun-tion of Fig. 1d) (full line) is ompared with the ut of thetransfer funtion of the LBT interferometer along the di-retion orthogonal to the baseline (dash-dotted line). Thelatter oinides with a ut of the transfer funtion of a8.4m telesope. Again the use of restoration methods im-plies a more aurate transmission of the Fourier ompo-nents of the objet. In addition, if we ompute the globalPSF orresponding to the transfer funtion of Fig. 1d), we�nd that its FWHM in the vertial diretion is about 4pixels whih is muh smaller than that of a 8.4m telesope(11 pixels). This e�et may be due to the ontributionsoming from other diretions in the u � v plane and isin agreement with the result of a simulation reported inset. 6. (see Fig. 3d)).4. Iterative regularization methodsAn important topi in regularization theory is the designof iterative methods with the semionvergene properties,i.e. the iterates �rst approah the true objet f0 and thengo away toward the generalized solution fy. It follows thatthere exists an optimum number of iterations whih anbe estimated by extending some of the riteria used forthe hoie of the regularization parameter.In the ase of the inversion of large data sets thesemethods are important from the omputational point ofview beause, at eah step, the basi operation is a matrix-vetor multipliation. The prototype of these methods isthe so-alled Landweber method (see I), whih an also beextended to our problem. It is a linear restoration method(it an be shown that it is equivalent to a linear �lter-ing of the least-squares solutions) and therefore its outputan also be desribed by a global PSF. Its main draw-

bak is the slow onvergene and, for this reason, it is notfrequently used in pratie. Indeed, the most popular iter-ative method is a nonlinear one, whih is alled ConjugateGradients (CG) (Golub & van Loan 1983) and provides inpratie the same results as Landweber (see I) but witha muh smaller number of iterations. CG an also be ex-tended to the problem we are onsidering but we do notgive the algorithm beause we do not use it in this paperOne of the shortomings of the linear methods as wellas of CG is that, in the ase of sharp intensity variations,they may produe ringing e�ets. If the bakground hasbeen subtrated, then the ringing may generate negativevalues in the restored image. In suh a ase it is well knownthat methods generating positive solutions, i.e. methodsimplementing the so-alled positivity onstraint, may pro-due a onsiderable improvement of the restoration. Inother words bakground subtration may be required tomake the positivity onstraint to be ative.A quite natural approah is to onsider the followingleast-squares problempXj=1 kAjf � gs;jk2 = minimum ; f � 0 (16)where f � 0 means f(m;n) � 0 for any m;n. It is easy toshow that this problem has always a solution (in general,more than one) and that the set of the solutions is losedand onvex, so that there exists a unique solution of min-imal Eulidean norm. We all it the nonnegative general-ized solution and we denote it by f y+. Of ourse this solu-tion may be orrupted by unontrolled noise propagationas fy is. For this reason the problem is not to ompute f y+but a regularized approximation of fy+. To this purposewe an use a modi�ed version of the Landweber method,alled the projeted Landweber method (PL) (Eike 1992).For LBT imaging the algorithm is the followingf (k+1)+ = P+8<:f (k)+ + � pXj=1 �ATj gs;j �ATj Ajf (k)+ �9=; (17)where k is the number of iterations, � is a relaxation pa-rameter whih satis�es the onditions0 < � < 2K̂2max ; (18)K̂2max being the maximum value of the transfer funtionde�ned in Eq. (9), and P+ is the projetion operatoronto the set of nonnegative arrays, whih is de�ned by:(P+f)(m;n) = f(m;n), if f(m;n) > 0, (P+f)(m;n) = 0if f(m;n) � 0.General results on the projeted Landweber method(Eike 1992) assure that, for any initial guess f (0)+ , the it-erates f (k)+ onverge to a solution of the onstrained least-squares problem de�ned in Eq. (16). The usual hoie isf (0)+ = 0 beause, in suh a ase, it is expeted to obtain



6 M. Bertero & P. Boai: Image restoration methods for the Large Binoular Telesope (LBT)a regularized approximation of f y+ by means of a suitablestopping of the iterations. Indeed, numerial experieneindiates that the method has the semionvergene prop-erty. The main diÆulty is that the optimum number ofiterations is, in general, very large. On the other hand eahiteration is very fast beause it only requires the ompu-tation of two FFTs, one diret and one inverse.Another iterative method for the solution of the on-strained least-squares problem of Eq. (16) is the so-alledIterative Spae Reonstrution Algorithm (ISRA), pro-posed by Daube-Whiterspoon & Muehllehner 1986. Theproof of the onvergene of the algorithm is given in DePierro 1987. It an be formulated in a onise form byde�ning the produt of two arrays g and h, denoted by gh,as the array given by (gh)(m;n) = g(m;n)h(m;n) andtheir quotient g=h as the array given by (g=h)(m;n) =g(m;n)=h(m;n) (provided that h(m;n) is di�erent fromzero everywhere). With these notations the extension ofISRA to the LBT problem is the followingf (k+1) = f (k) Ppj=1ATj gs;jPpj=1ATj Ajf (k) : (19)It must be observed that the method applies to the aseof nonnegative images and nonnegative PSFs, so that, ifwe start with a positive f (0) (for instane a uniform array),then all iterates are nonnegative. But, in our appliations,the subtrated images gs;j may take negative values afterbakground subtration. These negative values may gener-ate negative values in AT gs and onsequently instabilitiesof the algorithm. For this reason, the negative values ofATj gs;j must be set to zero and these zeros may propagateto all f (k)s.As onerns the regularization e�et of the algorithm,our simulations indiate that it has the semionvergeneproperty and that the optimal number of iterations is ingeneral very large also in this ase. The omputationalost per iteration is the same of PL. The advantage of PLis that it is more exible and an be used for introduingother onstraint besides positivity (see I).5. Maximum Likelihood methods in the ase ofPoisson noiseThe least-squares methods disussed in the previous se-tions derive from the assumption that the the noise iswhite and Gaussian, even if they work well also whenthis assumption is not satis�ed. In the ase of Poissonnoise Maximum Likelihood provides one of the most pop-ular methods for the restoration of astronomial images,the so-alled Luy-Rihardson method, whih is a parti-ular version of the more general Expetation Maximiza-tion method. We denote as LR/EM its extension to LBTimaging, whih is given in Correia & Rihihi 2000 andBertero & Boai 2000. This extension however, appliesto the ase where the bakground is zero or negligible. If

this ondition is not satis�ed, it is not possible to use thesubtrated images de�ned in Eq. (6) beause they mayontain a large number of pixels with negative values. Ze-roing of these values may hange signi�antly the totalnumber of ounts.The orret approah is obtained by modeling the im-ages gj of an astronomial objet f as translated Pois-son proesses (Snyder & Miller 1991) with expetationsgiven by Ajf + bj . Here bj is the expetation of the inde-pendent Poisson proess desribing the bakground of thej�th observation. If all the observations are statistiallyindependent, then the log-likelihood funtion is given byl(f) = pXj=1 N�1Xm;n=0fgj(m;n) ln[(Ajf )(m;n) + bj(m;n)℄�� (Ajf)(m;n)g: (20)Using the notations introdued in set. 5 and repeat-ing standard arguments for the derivation of the EM al-gorithm (Shepp & Vardi 1982), we an �nd that LR/EMis given by�f (k+1) = f (k) pXj=1ATj gjAjf (k) + bj (21)where� = pXj=1 K̂j(0; 0): (22)As in the ase of ISRA the algorithm is usually initializedwith a uniform image f (0).The algorithm de�ned by Eq. (21) provides a sequeneonverging to a maximum point of the log-likelihood fun-tion. However it is well-known that it is not onvenient topush the algorithm too far beause too many iterationsprodue noise ampli�ation. This property is similar tothat of the iterative methods for the least-squares prob-lem. Numerial simulations indiate that also the LR/EMmethod has the semionvergene property. In the ase ofreal images riteria for stopping the iterations are required(Lant�eri et al. 1999). Finally, as onerns the implementa-tion of the method, one iteration requires the omputationof 3p+1 FFTs so that the omputational ost of one itera-tion is muh higher than that of one PL or ISRA iteration.An annoying feature of the LR/EM method is its slowonvergene. This property was remarked also in the aseof omputed tomography where an aelerated version ofEM, known as Ordered Subsets- EM (OS-EM) was pro-posed by Hudson & Larkin 1995. This aelerated ver-sion has been adapted by the authors (Bertero & Boai2000) to the restoration of LBT images. We give here theversion orresponding to the algorithm of Eq. (21), i.e. theversion whih takes properly into aount the bakgroundontribution.The proposed version of the OS-EM method is as fol-lows:



M. Bertero & P. Boai: Image restoration methods for the Large Binoular Telesope (LBT) 7{ initialize with f (0) positive (for instane a uniform im-age);{ given f (k) set h(0) = f (k) and, for j = 1; 2; :::; p ,om-pute�jh(j) = h(j�1)ATj gjAjh(j�1) + bj ; (23){ set f (k+1) = h(p).In Bertero & Boai 2000 we demonstrate, by meansof numerial simulations, that this method provides inpratie the same results as LR/EM, with a redution inthe number of iteration by a fator p. Sine the ompu-tational ost of one OS-EM iteration (omputation of 4pFFTs) is not muh higher than that of one LR/EM itera-tion (omputation of 3p+1 FFTs), it follows that OS-EMassures a redution of the omputational ost by a fatorof about p. It also follows that the total omputation timefor a restoration by means of OS-EM is approximately in-dependent of the number of images p. Hene OS-EM maybe very onvenient for the deonvolution of large imagesas those whih will be provided by LBT, even if the fasteronvergene implies that the hoie of the stopping rule ismore ritial than in the ase of LR/EM. This point willdeserve an aurate investigation.6. Numerial resultsWe have implemented the �ve restoration methods dis-ussed in the previous setions: TR, as the prototype ofthe linear methods used for regularizing least-squares so-lutions; PL and ISRA, as regularization methods for on-strained least-squares solutions with the positivity on-straint; LR/EM and its aelerated version OS-EM. Themethods TR, PL and ISRA apply, in priniple, to the aseof white Gaussian noise but are ommonly used also forthe restoration of images orrupted by Poisson and Gaus-sian noise.All the algorithms inlude one or more parameterswhose values must be optimized by means of numeri-al simulations, aording to the tasks established by theusers. This proedure may be alled the training of thealgorithm and the tasks may be de�ned through the so-alled Figures of Merit (FOM).In this paper, we use three di�erent FOMs. The �rst re-ets the ability of the algorithms to minimize the restora-tion error (RE), i.e. the relative RMS disrepany betweenthe true objet f0 and its restored version f resRE = kfres � f 0kkf0k : (24)In addition we introdue two di�erent photometri FOMsto evaluate the photometri eÆieny of the various meth-ods. The �rst is related to the ux on a set of Regions OfInterest (ROI) while the seond evaluates the photometriauray in the ase of a single star or of a luster of stars.

If the ROIs are R1; R2; :::; Rr, then in eah one theuxes of the original image and of the restored one aregiven by:�l = Xm;n2Rl f0(m;n) ; �(res)l = Xm;n2Rl fres(m;n) (25)with l = 1; 2; :::; r, so that we an de�ne the Flux Error(FE) as follows:FE = 1r rXl=1 j �l ��(res)l j�l : (26)As onerns the seond photometri FOM, let us as-sume that we are onsidering a set of s stars orrespond-ing to the regions S1; S2; :::; Ss. Then, for eah star, wean ompute the magnitude as follows:ml = �2:5log100� Xm;n2Sl f0(m;n)fb 1A (27)(l = 1; 2; :::; s), where fb is the sky ux per (arse)2. If weompute the magnitude of the reonstruted star m(res)lin a similar way, we de�ne the Average Magnitude Error(AME) as followsAME = 1s sXl=1 j ms �m(res)s j : (28)In our numerial simulations we use the same objetsand images of previous papers (Correia & Rihihi, 2000;Bertero & Boai, 2000). Therefore perfet AO orre-tion is assumed and the interferometri PSFs are osine-modulated Airy funtions (whose FWHM in the diretionof the baseline is about 4 pixels). The simulated obser-vations, performed in R band, are obtained by onvolvingthe di�ration-limited PSFs with the objet and by addingsuitable bakground and noise (Poisson plus read-out) tothe result. Details on the values of the relevant parame-ters (integration times, sky brightness et.) an be foundin Correia & Rihihi, 2000.The �rst objet is an image 128 � 128 of the spiralgalaxy NGC 1288, whih is shown in Fig. 3a), where thewhite squares indiate the ROIs used for the omputationof FE. For this objet we have omputed three sets ofsimulated images orresponding to 4; 6 and 8 equispaedvalues of the parallati angle between 0Æ and 180Æ. Sinethe magnitude of the galaxy is set tomr = 19, this leads toapproximately 2� 107 photons per long exposure imagesand a peak SNR of 80.For this example we have investigated the behaviour oftwo FOMs, RE and FE. As funtions of the regularizationparameter (TR) or of the number of iterations (PL, ISRA,LR/EM, OS-EM) both exhibit a minimum (hene an opti-mal restoration from the point of view of that FOM). Theminima of RE and FE do not our for the same value ofthe parameters. The results are summarized in Table 1.



8 M. Bertero & P. Boai: Image restoration methods for the Large Binoular Telesope (LBT)Table 1. Summary of the results obtained for the galaxy NGC1288 by means of the methods implemented in this work. Foreah method we report the minimum value of RE and FE andthe orresponding value of the regularization parameter �optor of the number of iterations kopt.method p kopt RE kopt FEor �opt or �opt4 6:5 10�3 0.049 8:0 10�4 0.0160TR 6 7:3 10�3 0.049 3:5 10�3 0.01208 8:8 10�3 0.043 3:7 10�3 0.00404 278 0.048 273 0.0137PL 6 329 0.044 361 0.01398 392 0.042 467 0.00244 373 0.046 408 0.0157ISRA 6 487 0.042 569 0.01268 519 0.040 670 0.00304 314 0.044 295 0.0138LR/EM 6 380 0.040 381 0.01268 393 0.039 411 0.00594 79 0.044 76 0.0140OS-EM 6 64 0.040 62 0.01318 50 0.039 52 0.0050A few omments on these results are appropriate.First, the restoration error is rather small (as a onse-quene of the good SNR of the simulated images as wellas of the good overage of the u� v plane) and is approx-imately the same for all methods. Seond, the restorationerror dereases for inreasing number of images, as it isexpeted, even if the improvement is not very spetau-lar (a gain of 0:5% from 4 to 8 images). We also notiethat the optimal value of the regularization parameter,as well as the optimal value of the number of iterations,inreases for inreasing number of images (exept for OS-EM). An argument justifying this behaviour is given inset. 3. In the ase of OS-EM, as already shown in Bert-ero & Boai 2000, the number of iterations dereaseswhen the number of images inreases, in suh a way thatthe omputation time does not signi�antly depends onthe number of images.Similar remarks apply also to the ase of FE, whihmeasures the loal auray of the restoration. FE is al-ways smaller than RE and, in general, this result is ob-tained with a smaller value of the regularization parameteror a higher number of iterations. In addition we observea strong redution of FE when using eight images insteadof four or six.As already remarked all methods provide in pratiethe same restoration error. This result is due to the fatthat we are restoring a di�use objet with a rather large(and varying) bakground, so that the positivity on-straint is not ative (see I for a disussion). In similarases one an hoose the restoration method on the basisof the omputational ost.

Table 2. Restoration errors orresponding to di�erent valuesof the total parallati angle. The results are obtained for thegalaxy NGC 1288, using four equispaed images for eah valueof the total angle.Total (TR) (PL) (LR/EM)angle �opt RE kopt RE kopt RE135Æ 4: 10�3 0:049 278 0:044 314 0:04493Æ 7: 10�3 0:053 256 0:052 288 0:04863Æ 7: 10�3 0:056 253 0:056 309 0:051We have used our odes also for testing, on the parti-ular example of the galaxy NGC 1288, the e�et of inom-plete overage of the u � v plane. We have assumed fourequispaed images within total parallati angles (di�er-ene between the angles of the two extreme orientationsof the baseline) of 135Æ, 93Æ and 63Æ (the �rst ase orre-sponds to the �rst ase of Table 1). In Table 2 we report,for simpliity, only the results obtained with TR, PL andLR/EM. The notations are those used in Table 1. Againall methods provide essentially the same restoration er-ror and it is rather surprising to �nd that this error doesnot inrease dramatially when the total parallati angledereases. We remark that the ase of 93Æ orresponds ap-proximately to the overage of the u � v plane shown inFig. 1d) (after a rotation of about 45Æ).A visual on�rmation of the result is provided by Fig. 3where two examples of restorations obtained by meansof LR/EM are shown. Fig. 3) is obtained using 8 eq-uispaed images overing a total parallati angle=180Æwhile Fig. 3d) is obtained with 4 equispaed images ov-ering a total parallati angle=63Æ. These pitures suggestthat an inomplete overage of the u � v plane may notinuene dramatially the general quality of the restoredimage, even if details reovered in the ase of ompleteoverage are not reovered in the other one.The seond example we onsider is a simulation of bi-nary stars of di�erent relative magnitude. In the synthetiobjet eah star is loated in one pixel, with a separationof about 14 pixels whih is about 3:5 times the di�rationlimit in the diretion of the baseline. Moreover two asesare investigated: 1) the magnitudes of the two stars are27:5 and 30 and the average peak SNR in the images is11:3 for the main star and 3:5 for the ompanion; 2) themagnitudes are 29 and 30 while the orresponding aver-age peak SNRs are 5:5 and 3:5 respetively. Also for theseexamples we have omputed sets onsisting of 4; 6 and 8equispaed observations. Moreover, for TR, PL and ISRAthe onstant bakground has been subtrated from thesimulated LBT images to obtain the subtrated imagesde�ned in Eq. (6). In the ase of ISRA the negative val-ues of ATj gs;j have been set to zero. As onerns LR/EMand OS-EM, bakground subtration is not needed be-ause the value of the bakground is inserted diretly inthe algorithm, as indiated in set. 5. However, sine the
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(a) (b)
() (d)Fig. 3. (a) Original image of the galaxy NGC 1288. The whitesquares indiate the ROIs used to evaluate the FOM de�nedin Eq. 54. (b) One of the simulated LBT images (paralla-ti angle=0Æ). () Best restoration provided by the LR/EMmethod, using 8 equispaed images overing an angle=180Æ.(d) Best restoration provided by the LR/EM method, using 4images overing an angle=63Æ.bakground is not very large, the omputed images gj antake small negative values in a few pixels as a onsequeneof the white Gaussian noise simulating the read-out noise.These values are set to zero in order to avoid instabilitiesof the algorithm.The �ve implemented methods have been applied tothe three sets of observations for eah one of the two ases.The FOMs onsidered are RE and AME. The results arereported in Table 3 for the �rst ase and in Table 4 forthe seond one. From the point of view of RE, the num-ber of iterations needed for reahing the minimum is muhlarger than in the ase of the galaxy NGC 1288. This isa general feature of iterative methods: point-like objetsneed muh more iterations than di�use objets. In addi-tion the minima are usually very at and, for this reason,in many ases we stopped the proedure after 1000 itera-tions. The results we have obtained may be summarizedby saying that only in the ase of LR/EM and OS-EMthe restoration error RE dereases when the number ofimages inreases. These two methods also provide a muhsmaller value of RE than the three others. Moreover REis smaller in the ase of example 1) (that with the higherSNR) than in the ase of example 2), as it is expeted.As onerns AME, de�ned in Eq. (28), it has beenomputed on squares of 5� 5 pixels, entred on the pixels

Table 3. Summary of the results obtained for the binary star27.5-30 by means of the methods implemented in this work.The * indiates that the quoted number of iterations does notorrespond to the minimum of the FOM (see the text).method p kopt RE kopt AMEor �opt or �opt4 1:0 10�3 0.922 1:2 10�2 0.0294TR 6 1:0 10�3 0.913 1:6 10�2 0.03758 1:0 10�3 0.911 2:5 10�2 0.03454 1000� 0.753 1000� 0.1080PL 6 1000� 0.747 223 0.05798 1000� 0.753 234 0.03624 1000� 0.759 516 0.0501ISRA 6 1000� 0.897 520 0.01098 1000� 0.674 931 0.00724 1000� 0.063 254 0.0448LR/EM 6 1000� 0.047 223 0.00648 1000� 0.032 158 0.00084 1000� 0.043 64 0.0439OS-EM 6 1000� 0.035 32 0.00998 376 0.024 16 0.0029Table 4. Summary of the results obtained for the binary star29-30 by means of the methods implemented in this work.The * indiates that the quoted number of iterations does notorrespond to the minimum of the FOM (see the text).method p kopt RE kopt AMEor �opt or �opt4 1:4 10�2 0.956 1:8 10�2 0.0198TR 6 1:2 10�2 0.934 2:8 10�2 0.00548 1:3 10�2 0.936 2:6 10�2 0.01284 1000� 0.769 199 0.0412PL 6 1000� 0.756 162 0.04418 1000� 0.765 221 0.01664 1000� 0.394 135 0.0429ISRA 6 1000� 0.231 82 0.03808 1000� 0.334 97 0.06944 1000� 0.191 268 0.0310LR/EM 6 1000� 0.193 266 0.03238 1000� 0.152 186 0.03504 1000� 0.148 69 0.0187OS-EM 6 1000� 0.142 44 0.03008 1000� 0.128 23 0.0454of the two stars. The results are shown again in Table 3and Table 4 for the two ases. It is not always true thatthe value of AME dereases with inreasing number ofiterations, even if it is true for LR/EM and OS-EM in thease of the binary with the higher SNR. In the ase oflow SNR, quite surprisingly TR is the method providingthe best results. In general we observe utuations arossthe various methods but a very promising result is that,for reahing the minimum of AME, we need a quite smallnumber of iterations, espeially in the ase of OS-EM.



10 M. Bertero & P. Boai: Image restoration methods for the Large Binoular Telesope (LBT)The utuations indiated above may be due to thefat that, even if AME is small (the reported values orre-spond to an error on the fourth signi�ant digit), it maybe strongly inuened by noise. Therefore, in order tohek this point, we have evaluated the noise dependeneof AME by restoring images obtained with �ve di�erentnoise realizations (inluding that orresponding to the re-sults reported in Table 4) and by omputing the minimumvalue of AME for all these ases.We restrit the analysis to the binary of Table 4, as-suming six observations and using only ISRA, LR/EM andOS-EM. It turns out that the value of AME is always small(in general smaller than the value reported in Table 4) butstrongly a�eted by the hange in noise realization. Foreah method we have omputed the average value andstandard deviation of AME and the results are the follow-ing : ISRA, 0:022�0:012; LR/EM, 0:017�0:012; OS-EM,0:015� 0:011. The three methods provide essentially thesame results and, in all ases, the standard deviation ofAME is approximately equal to its average value.7. Conluding remarksIn this paper we have investigated the extension to LBTof �ve image restoration methods. If we take into aountboth auray and eÆieny, we an onlude that at leastthree method, TR, PL and OS-EM, should be onsideredas routine method for the analysis of LBT images. Wereall that eÆieny is an important issue beause thewide �eld of the telesope implies that eah image mayontain in priniple up to 108 pixels.TR is ertainly the most eÆient method, providingvery fast restorations whih an also be quite aurate inthe ase of di�use objets. Among the iterative methodsfor positive solutions, PL looks in general more eÆientthan ISRA, with approximately the same auray, whileOS-EM is ertainly muh more eÆient than LR/EM. Asonerns the omparison between PL and OS-EM the lastone provides in some ases better restorations with a muhsmaller number of iterations. However one must take intoaount that the ratio between the omputational ostof one OS-EM iteration and that of one PL iteration isabout 2p. If we orret the number of iterations by thisfator, then PL is a bit more eÆient than OS-EM. Inaddition PL is more exible and an be modi�ed for takinginto aount other onstraints (for instane the support ofloalized objets to obtain superresolution e�ets - see Ior Bertero & De Mol 1996). Therefore we think that itmust be seriously onsidered for LBT imagingA few words about two popular methods not onsid-ered in this paper: Maximum Entropy (ME) and CLEAN.As proved in the beautiful papers of Donoho and owork-ers (Donoho et al. 1991), ME provides good results in thease of \nearly-blak objets", namely objets whih arezero almost everywhere exept in a few pixels. ME an alsobe easily extended to the ase of multiple images. How-

ever it is known that the omputational ost of ME is higheven in the ase of a single image so that it is obviouslyhigher in the ase of multiple images. Therefore we thinkthat it should be onsidered for some spei� objets asstar lusters. As onerns CLEAN, it is well-known that,in the ase of a single image, it works well for point-likeobjets. In the ase of multiple images the positions of themaxima in the di�erent images may not oinide and, asa onsequene, the extension of CLEAN to this ase maybe diÆult.Several problems onerning LBT imaging must stillbe investigated. First, the methods proposed in this pa-per must be tested on a wider sample of simulated images,using more realisti PSFs orresponding to partial AO or-retion. Moreover the PSFs are in general spae-variant,mainly as a onsequene of di�erent AO orretions onthe �eld and therefore deonvolution methods based on adomain deomposition of the images are needed (Fish etal. 1996, Nagy & O'Leary 1998). Finally the PSFs men-tioned above are measured by observing one or more guidestars and onsequently are orrupted by noise and variouskinds of errors so that removal of this degradation may beneessary before their use in image restoration. It followsthat the use of (in general nonlinear) denoising methodsand/or blind deonvolution methods is required.The IDL odes of the methods implemented for thispaper are free and available on request to the authors.Additional details on these methods are ontained in theweb page http://dira.disi.unige.it.Aknowledgements. This work was partially funded by CNAA(Consorzio Nazionale per l'Astronomia e l'Astro�sia) underthe ontrat nr. 16/97. We thanks Maurizio Busso, MarioGai, Mario Lattanzi, from Osservatorio Astronomio di Torino,Serge Correia, Andrea Rihihi and Piero Salinari, from Osser-vatorio Astro�sio di Aretri, for several useful disussions andsuggestions. We also thanks Serge Correia and Andrea Rihihifor providing the images used in this paper to test the imple-mented restoration methods.ReferenesAngel J. R. P., Hill J. M., Strittmatter P. A., Salinari P.,Weigelt G., 1998, in: Astronomial Interferometry, eds.R.D. Reasenberg, Pro. SPIE 3352, 881Berenstein C. A., Patrik E. V., 1990, Pro. IEEE 78, 723Bertero M., Boai P., 1998, Introdution to Inverse Prob-lems in Imaging, IOP Publishing, BristolBertero M., Boai P., 2000, A&AS 144, 181Bertero M., De Mol C., 1996, Progress in Optis XXXVI, ed.E. Wolf, Elsevier, AmsterdamCasey S. D., Walnut D. F., 1995, SIAM Rev 36, 537Correia S., Rihihi A., 2000, A&AS 141, 301Daube-Whiterspoon M. E., Muehllehner G., 1986, IEEE Trans.Med. Im. 5, 61De Pierro A. R., 1987, IEEE Trans. Med. Im. 6, 174Donoho D. L., Johnstone I. M., Hok J. C., Stern A. S., 1991,J. R. Stat. So. 54, 1
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